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How to Read Faster and Recall MoreHow to Books, 2007

	In today's information-laden and time-constrained world we are required to digest an increasing amount of written and printed material. Most people, in their capacity as student, job seeker, employee or leisure reader, want to be able to deal with their daily reading faster and also recall it effectively. This book gives you the means to...
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IBM(R) Websphere(R) Application Server: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2002
IBM is generally considered one of the most important software vendors, and this is
even more true in the e-business space. In fact, many would say that IBM is the most
influential vendor and has the best vision and product scope in spaces such as Web
application development, Java, middleware, and enterprise systems. This chapter...
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The Entrepreneur's Guide to Managing Information TechnologyPraeger Publishers, 2008
Software. Hardware. Networks. Wireless. Entrepreneurs face a bewildering array of choices and decisions when it comes to incorporating technology into the fabric of their businesses. Yet nothing could be more important these days. Aligning information technology (IT) with business strategy is essential to meet and beat the competition. As business...
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Managing People : Secrets to Leading for New Managers ( Collins Best Practices)Collins, 2007

	In today's hypercompetitive business climate, managers who help employees achieve their individual potential stand to get—and stay—ahead. Managing People, a comprehensive and essential resource for any manager on the run, shows you how.


	Learn to:

	
		Delegate the right work to the right...
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Security+ Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram SYO-101)Que, 2003
The Security+ certification is CompTIA's answer to the market's need for a baseline, vendor-neutral security certification. The IT industry recognizes there is a need to better train, staff, and empower those tasked with designing and implementing information security, and Security+ is an effort to meet this demand. Security+ will become the...
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The Business Coaching Toolkit: Top 10 Strategies for Solving the Toughest Dilemmas Facing OrganizationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Discover the 10 best Coaching practices for solving problems and implementing change with clients—right away

Coaching works, there's no doubt about that. But the coaching industry is going through tremendous change that all professional coaches need to address.       

Equipping coaching professionals to stay on the...
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MOS 2010 Study Guide for Microsoft® ExcelMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Desktop computing proficiency is increasingly important in today’s business world. As a result, when screening, hiring, and training employees, employers can feel reassured by relying on the objectivity and consistency of technology certification to ensure the competence of their workforce. As an employee or job seeker, you can use...
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Leadership Without Excuses: How to Create Accountability and High-Performance (Instead of Just Talking About It)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	IT’S TIME FOR YOU TO INCREASE EMPLOYEE ACCOUNTABILITY—NO EXCUSES!


	“Very engaging! Grimshaw and Baron provide practical coaching points on how to translate leadership intentions into results.”

	DAVE HILFMAN, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, CONTINENTAL AIRLINES


	“A timely collection...
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What's the Future of Business: Changing the Way Businesses Create ExperiencesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	"In today's rapidly changing digital environment, Darwinism is alive and well. What's the Future of Business doesn't just explore trends and theories; it introduces a dynamic, actionable path to transformation." -- Evan Greene, CMO, The Recording Academy, Producers of the GRAMMY Awards Rethink your business model to...
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MOS 2010 Study Guide for Microsoft® Excel® ExpertMicrosoft Press, 2011


	Desktop computing proficiency is increasingly important in today’s business world. As

	a result, when screening, hiring, and training employees, employers can feel reassured

	by relying on the objectivity and consistency of technology certification to ensure the

	competence of their workforce. As an employee or job seeker, you...
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Venture Work: Employees in Thinly Capitalized FirmsPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book contributes to the ongoing discussion around so-called precarious or venture work, as the proportion of those employed by start-ups and thinly-capitalized firms continues to grow. Filling a gap in literature, the author explores the relationship between venture co-workers and examines how they cope with economic...
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Real Process Improvement Using the CMMIAuerbach Publications, 2004
This book offers non-academic, real-world approaches to implementing CMMI-based process improvement in an organization. The author identifies critical concepts of CMMI, and details how to turn them into real process improvement.

Real Process Improvement Using the CMMI provides real-world concepts and techniques for CMMI-based...
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